
 

 

Recently Launched Smoke Detector Device of Home Security Systems from Elite 

Security Services Providing Fire Safety for Homeowners.  

 

Premium home security systems company Elite Security Services has added a new 

component to its security packages recently. An advanced smoke detector with excellent 

functional features will now provide fire safety to the customers of the company. Elite 

Security Services offers low cost domestic security service in all the regions of Canada 

and the United States.   

 

The home security systems customers of Elite Security Services will now have round 

the clock security against fire. The company has just introduced a smoke detection device 

to their impressive range of domestic security products. They have made fast progress in 

the industry within a short time, thanks to their sophisticated range of products and 

professional service.  The basic package of the company is available for a nominal 

monthly expense of $35.99 per month. The smoke detector of the company has features 

that are different from the traditional systems, and are equipped to connect to ADT 

monitoring stations in case of a fire emergency.  

 

Smoke detectors have always been an integral part of home security systems. These 

devices act as an indicator of fire by detection of smoke. Most of these devices use 

photoelectric and ionization process to detect sources of smoke. There has been 

considerable advancement in the technology of smoke detectors in the recent years. Mr. 

Paul Shakuri, the owner of the company, commented while unveiling the new smoke 

detector system from the company, “This device will alert the homeowners by sounding 

the siren of the security system”. He also mentioned that the device is sensitive enough to 

detect the heat changes in case there is a source of fire between the walls. This device 

will now be available with the all the packages from Elite Security Services.  

 

The home security systems offered by the company have so far received excellent 

response from the customers in Canada and America. The different components of their 

systems conform to the highest industry standards. They also have a technically equipped 

team with years of experience in this field. Reliable company sources have revealed that 

Elite Security Services will continue its foray in the domestic security industry in the 

New Year, with plenty of enhancements coming up very soon.  

 

About the Company:  Elite Security System has emerged recently as a one of the leading 

home security dealers in the United States and Canada. They are also an active affiliate of 

Protect Your Home. 
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Contact 

Paul Shakuri 

Phone: 800-599-452. 

Website: http://www.YourAlarmNow.com 
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